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LOUISVILLE, KY, USA, February 22, 2017

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Young readers will follow Ted's

adventures, fortunes and struggles. Children can easily

make the leap from cat-human relationships to human-

human relationships and begin to understand how their

own consideration of others may be a benefit to all. 

The book, Ted's Adventures is a story about a lonely cat

named Ted who does not get a lot of attention.  Readers

will adapt to the life of Ted’s lonely life, and how one

magical moment changes everything for Ted including

the people he met on his journey.

The author, Elvin Keserovic, illustrates how Ted's life was

transformed. And as the story progress, children will

follow this cat's heroic adventures, meet his loving new

family and eventually becomes a happy cat. Themes of

heroism, love, and family are discussed.

Ted's adventures uncover how he becomes a hero to others—from a lonely life to having friends,

flying on an eagle's back, helping others, searching for the missing, fighting through heavy

weather and snowstorms to save others. Risking his life eventually building connection and

finding a family.

The book is for boys and girls who may be feeling a little lonely themselves. And finding love and

family in the most unusual places, as well as making odd friendships and making a home among

strangers.

The book sets a tone that most children can relate and Ted is a character that is easy to love. You

will find the author's writing to be wise and honest. The story had many different emotions

throughout, from sad, to happy, and from gloomy to sensational. Making home among any kind

of readers.
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